Ladies of Sacred Heart
Upcoming events
The Ladies of the Sacred Heart had
a very successful Bake Sale this past
spring, with everything sold out!
We look forward to a Fall Bake Sale
in November – details to come.
The Ladies will start accepting
orders for apple pies in late August.

Programs and Events Update
During this time of uncertainty,
when we are encouraging people
to self-isolate, many events and
programs have been either
cancelled or suspended. To keep
our friends and neighbours up to
date, here is a list of the following
updates.
 Batawa Ski Hill Adventure Day
Camp – cancelled
 Art Classes – suspended until
further notice
 VON Exercise Classes –
suspended until further notice
 Seniors Unlimited – meetings
and functions suspended until
further notice
 Coffee Break – suspended until
further notice
 Community Garage Sale – will be
rescheduled
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Lawn and Garden Contest Winners!
It was nice to see so many nominated signs throughout Batawa,
recognizing some beautiful lawns and gardens. We had a total of 15
different homes nominated for our first year where the nominations
came from YOU. Community members really showed their appreciation
for all their neighbours hard work. And the results are….
Batawa’s Best:
Best:
12 King George Crescent

Batawa’s Choice:
Choice:
Batawa’
Batawa’s Choice:
45 King George Crescent

Community Yard Sale
To be postponed
We are still hoping to help our
neighbours host a community yard
sale. We hope we can do so later in
the summer.
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Batawa’s Most Improved
Improved:
mproved:
24 Nelson Street

Bear sighting in Batawa
There is nothing new about wildlife
surrounding our community. But last
week many saw a bear yearling pass
right through a few yards and even our
school. This is a good reminder to
always be vigilante and respectful of
the nature and wildlife that surrounds
us, especially when using the trails.

Goodbye to a couple Batawa faces, and
welcoming new team members
Lucille Cudmore who has been the bookkeeper for Batawa Development
Corporation and Batawa Ski Hill is retiring. Although we are happy for
Lucille, we are sad to see her go. Lucille worked with us for 7 years, and
we will miss her warm and kind presence in Batawa. She says she will
continue to visit us at our annual events – we look forward to it already!

Sacred Heart church in Batawa
looking to replace tree
An Emerald Ash Borer has attacked
many Batawa Ash trees, including one
at the Sacred Heart Catholic Church in
Batawa. The Ladies of Sacred Heart are
looking into sourcing and planting a
tree with the support of a donor or
donations. Look for this in the weeks
to come.

Canada Day in Batawa
Our community’s tradition continued
as we honoured Canada on our
Nation’s birthday by displaying 100
Canadian flags along the entrance to
the community. Many people thanked
our office by calling or emailing. Some
even stopped and thanked our
property team directly as they were
putting up the flags. Those words
mean a lot as we know neighbours and
guests appreciate this patriotic display.

Kathy Taylor will be taking on the Bookkeeper position for both
companies. She is coming from Blackbird Stone and Tile. We look forward
to welcoming Kathy to our team and our community on July 13th.
Ruby Candler who was our past Stewardship Intern for the last 2 years left
Batawa at the beginning of June after a short employment with us. We are
wishing Ruby all the best as she continues her studies.
Many of you have probably seen our new Stewardship Intern, Brianna
Rayner, working diligently on our Batawa gardens. Brianna has experience
working in greenhouses, and has become our flower and gardening
expert. We know many neighbours are enjoying the blooming gardens this
year. She has also helped us in some community projects like the Canada
Day display and the Lawn and Garden Contest. Be sure to give Brianna a
wave when driving or walking by.

